What’s New With Threads?

STITCH of the Month

DMC Matte Cotton Discontinued
Yes, it’s true; DMC Matte Cotton
has been discontinued. We still have
plenty in stock, but if you are using
this for a project please check to
make sure you have enough to complete your canvases.
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New Colors!!!!
All of your favorite Rainbow Gallery
threads now come in an assortment
of new and exciting colors. 10 new
Splendor, 12 new Petite Frosty Rays,
12 new Neon Rays, 5 new Fancy Fur
and 31 new Sparkle Rays.
We are also adding a new Rainbow
Gallery thread to add more sparkle to
your stitching - FyreWerks is a
Holographic Ribbon. Think Neon
Rays or Sparkle Rays but with a
much different metalized reflective
finish. You really need to see it to
believe it. It’s soft and easy to stitch
with and perfect when you want a
little something extra!

Trebizond
We have added another new thread
for your stitching pleasure, Trebizond.
This is a wonderful 100% silk thread
that doesn’t need to be plied. Need
I say more? Use one strand for
basketweave on 18ct. It comes in
170 beautifully shaded colors and
soon we will have them all. This is
the perfect first silk thread for anyone
who hasn’t made the leap to stitching
in silk.

STEP 1

STEP 2

This stitch is a variation of the diagonal mosaic stitch. It is easy to do
and gives a great effect. Consider using this stitch for flowers, gardens,
fields, even starry skies - anything you want dotted with texture.
Following the diagrams above begin with step 1, working the diagonal
stitches throughout your entire area compensating the length of the
stitches as necessary. The diagonal stitches look great when worked in
either a solid or an overdyed thread. Lay your stitches smoothly if you
are working with multiple plies!
Fill in the crossed stitches with the same color thread in a different
texture for a subtle effect, blend Very Fine #4 Braid with your main color
for a little sparkle, or use a contrasting color and texture for even more
punch.
Imagine a field covered in wild flowers. Stitch step 1 in an overdyed
thread such as Watercolors or floss overdye and fill in step 2 randomly
with different colors of Neon Rays for your flowers. Suddenly you are a
master gardener.
A starry sky can begin with dark blue Ribbon Floss and be accented with
silver metallic stars or blue metallic stars.
There is a tiny open spot where the diagonal stitches meet. You can leave
this open or embellish it as you like with beads or French Knots. The
possibilities are endless.
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